PRESS INFORMATION
Latest Olympus PEN gains enhanced touch screen operation and
camera wakeup via app to see recent images

The new Olympus PEN E-PL9: The camera to put you in
touch with your creative side
London, 07. February 2018 – While increasing numbers of people
discover the joys of photography through their phones, the
progression to a camera may be more than a little daunting. Boasting
an envy inducing look and distinguished build quality, the new
Olympus PEN E-PL9 delivers the jump in quality and creative control

Olympus PEN E-PL9
What’s new: E-PL9 vs E-PL8
> Advanced Photo (AP) mode for
quicker access to creative
photo modes
> New graphical touch screen

usually seen in much larger offerings. It also makes the transition a lot

activation of Art Filters, AP and

less painful through touch screen access to its new Advanced Photo

Scene (SCN) modes for easier

mode.

and faster usage
> Combined Bluetooth and Wi-Fi

Petite dimensions hide a versatile range of photographic expressions

connectivity for faster and

boosted further by compatibility with Olympus’ much lauded line up of

simpler image transfer to
smartphones

more than 20 M.Zuiko lenses, such as the superb M.Zuiko Digital 45mm
F1.8 for portraits that combine a flattering perspective with beautiful
natural bokeh.

> Built-in flash to capture images
in low light situations with
minimal blurring
> 4K 30P video with options to

Film fans can now take advantage of in-body stabilized blur-free 4K
movies while the new built-in flash ensures E-PL9 users are always
ready for adding a splash of extra light. Anyone who can’t wait to share
their new masterpieces online can take advantage of the new combined
Bluetooth and Wi-Fi connectivity to smartphones.

extract still images
> New Bleach Bypass and
Instant Film Art Filters
> 121 AF points with group focus
for more sophisticated
movement detection and focus

Due for delivery in mid-March, the Olympus PEN E-PL9 will be available
in white, black or brown as body only or in a kit with lens (see below
for choices and pricing).

accuracy
> TruePic VIII processor also
used in the OM-D E-M1 Mark II
delivering better low light

It’s all about expression
The increase in creative options a camera brings too often comes with a
scary menu system to match. Seeking to break down those barriers, the

sensitivity for improved overall
image quality in a wider range
of lighting conditions
> Larger grip and mode dials with

Olympus PEN E-PL9 lets you start your journey of photographic

refined high grade finish to

experimentation gradually via touch screen selection of creative

metal and leather

programmes before moving on to more traditional settings.
Select AUTO mode to let the camera identify many photographic situations
from faces to groups and even movement and choose the best setting for
you in the blink of an eye. Feel the need to adjust – fear not, a touch screen
control with sliders allows you to adjust brightness, colour and contrast
amongst other common settings. Tilt the screen down for a superior quality
selfie and you can even touch select e-Portrait to smooth skin tones in

> Access to free range of “How
To” video guides via the
Olympus OI.Share app

camera. All of that comes in a very small and lightweight camera body that
gives away both a traditional and modern feel.
Art not just for art’s sake
Olympus pioneered Art Filters way back and touching the screen brings
them to life in a new way, making comparing the effects live on screen
easier than ever. Besides Bleach Bypass, Instant Film is also new to the list
of now 16 Art Filters – a nostalgic nod to the exaggerated colours of the

The E-PL9 customer
> The E-PL9 customer wants to

early instant cameras. Use in daylight and the effects are subtle. Use at

develop their photography

night on people with flash and a potentially dull shot is transformed: darker

skills but prefers to ease their

areas becomes green and skin is given a warm glow, an image is created

way in using touch interface

that has a modern touch with a nostalgic feel.

and auto at first before
progressing to more manual
control

Building on this, Olympus has made access to scene modes available

> Size and weight are important

through the touch screen too. Simply double tap the image that most closely

as is a high quality, good

matches what you see in your mind’s eye and the camera chooses the

looking camera that makes

appropriate settings. The innovative access to simpler creative control is the

them want to take it

new Advanced Photo (AP) mode. Olympus pioneered techniques like Live
Composite used to be buried deep in the camera menus, often lying
undiscovered. Want to take a photo of your friend creating a light painting in

everywhere and get creative
> Sharing results is very
important so wireless image
transfer is a major factor

front of a lit up building at night? Used to be almost impossible, now tap the
icon in AP mode, put the E-PL9 on a solid surface and off you go. Explore
the delights of multiple exposure, HDR, sweep panorama, even focus

E-PL9 main specifications

bracketing – a technique that is a boon for close ups.

> 16MP CMOS sensor
> TruePic VIII image processor

A learning process
A new set of easy access video “How To” guides hosted on the free
OI.Share app, that handles the wireless transfer of images from camera to
phone, provide useful tips for operating the E-PL9. Speaking of image
transfer: the E-PL9 combines Bluetooth LE with Wi-Fi to ensure that the
camera is always connected with your smartphone even when “asleep”.

> 121 Point AF Area for
enhanced accuracy
> 4K 30P video with options to
extract still images
> Built-in WiFi enabling OI.Share
app compatibility for remote

Want to see and import some images you just shot but the camera is back in

control and sharing via

your bag? No problem. Open the app and wake up the camera without

smartphone

needing to get it out and switch it on.

> Bluetooth LE for “always” on
connection and more seamless

Quality through technology
What else does the E-PL9 have up its sleeve to help your photographs stand
out from the crowd? Another Olympus pioneered innovation is in-body

image transfer
> Full wireless control of camera
via smartphone including
remote control shooting

Image Stabilization (IS). Reducing blurry shots in low light, this system is
married to the fast TruePic VIII image processor from the acclaimed
Olympus camera flagship OM-D E-M1 Mark II which allows the camera to
choose higher shutter speeds* further improving the chances of sharp

> Tilt out and down touch screen
> Dimensions: W 117.1mm x H
68mm X D 39mm

results in challenging conditions.

> Weight: 332g (body only)

Camera users have long been able select the subject they want in focus but

> www.olympus.co.uk/pen

touching the subject in screen is a lot more intuitive. Choose between tap to

focus or tap to shoot (you can also switch it off). A boon for close ups, titling
the screen and tapping the precise position increases success rates. With
now 121 AF points covering most of the image area, users can focus
anywhere on the screen.
Learning to love lenses
A system camera lives and dies by the lenses available to suit an ever
expanding range of subjects. Many current Olympus PEN users head
straight for the M.Zuiko Digital 45mm F1.8 portrait lens. Why? If you come
from taking portraits on phones or compact camera, the lenses are often a
wider angle to be more flexible. Sadly for the human face, wide angles tend
to distort features. A classic portrait lens like the 45mm F1.8, slightly flattens
the perspective which is more flattering. The wider aperture also delivers a
natural looking blurred background (bokeh). While phones increasingly
mimic this effect, the right lens sets an image apart.
One area where a system camera really excels is getting in close: macro
photography. Try our “all-day” go-to macro lens M.Zuiko Digital ED 30mm
F3.5 Macro with the E-PL9. For capturing details in jewellery, food, material
or flowers it opens a whole new world.
On top of the currently more than 20 Olympus M.Zuiko lenses it is possible
to use hundreds of legacy lenses via various adapters.
Extended warranty and photography tips at MyOlympus
The Olympus PEN E-PL9 is a part of the comprehensive system for
adventurous people with imaging ambitions to match. The great-value price
includes a free six-month warranty extension** if new owners register their
camera via the MyOlympus online platform www.my.olympus.eu.
Kit choices, pricing & availability
>

Olympus PEN E-PL9 body only at £579.99 RRP*** incl. VAT from
mid-March 2018

>

Olympus PEN E-PL9 with M.Zuiko Digital ED 14-42mm F3.5-5.6 EZ
Pancake lens at £649.99 RRP*** from mid-March 2018

Available Accessories (sold separately)
>

Lenses are the lifeblood of any system camera and the E-PL9 is no
different. There are currently more than 20 Olympus M.Zuiko lenses
ranging from super wide angle to wildlife capturing telephotos to fit
all creative needs. Read more at www.olympus.co.uk/lenses

> There is a wide range of stylish Fashion Accessories from patterned
straps to leather camera bags and stylish lens pouches. Full details at
https://www.olympus.co.uk/site/en/c/cameras_accessories/pen_om_
d_cameras_accessories/fashion_accessories/index.html
Make sure to also follow our PENGeneration blog at
www.my.olympus.eu/PEN-Generation for more information on Olympus
PEN features and accessories as well as the official
@olympus_pengeneration channel on Instagram.
Product specifications are subject to change without notice. Please check the Olympus website
at www.olympus.co.uk/pen for the latest specifications.
* The Olympus PEN E-PL9 AUTO mode can now use 6400 ISO (E-PL8 3200) for a full one
step faster shutter speed with no loss in image quality
** Six months on top of the statutory warranty in the country of purchase
*** Recommended Retail Price

For questions or additional information, please contact:
Georgina Pavelin
Olympus
Tel.: +44-1702 616333
Email: georgina.pavelin@olympus.co.uk
About Olympus
Olympus Europa is the headquarters for the region Europe, Middle East
and Africa (EMEA) of the Olympus Corporation, Tokyo. As a worldwide
leading manufacturer of optical and digital precision technology,
Olympus provides innovative solutions for state-of-the-art medical
systems, digital cameras as well as scientific solutions. The company’s
award winning products are instrumental in detecting, preventing and
healing illness, driving scientific research and documenting life with
artistic freedom. In the hands of its customers, Olympus’ high-tech
products help to make people’s lives healthier, safer and more fulfilling.
For more information: http://www.olympus-europa.com

